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Project description 
 
Activity Coefficients of Lithium Salts in Organic Solvents 

Making component decisions for lithium ion batteries is not easy, especially not when several 
parameters are unknown. My project in Berkeley aimed at investigating a lithium salt, LiPF6, 
dissolved in a two-component organic mixture, diethyl carbonate and ethylene carbonate and to 
measure the salt’s activity coefficient at several molalities. I use a glass apparatus to detect 
differences in vapor pressure between the salt-free solvent and the salt solution. These data were 
converted into activity coefficients using thermodynamic relations. Attention was given to 
calculating coefficients with the Pitzer-Archer equation. Due to several malfunctions of the 
apparatus, only a few results could be reported. 

The project mainly covered electrochemistry and some thermodynamics and transport-
phenomena.  
 
My supervisor was Professor John M. Prausnitz, receiver of the National Medal of Science in 
Engineering and a vital 90-year-old. He greeted me with great joy and enthusiasm to his lab and 
he was an excessive source of inspiration. I worked together on the project with a Chinese PhD-
student who was a very easygoing fellow to collaborate with even though we experienced some 
troubles with laboratory equipment. We suffered limited supervision in the laboratory from the 
Professor but gave him weekly reports and thereby gained feedback on how to proceed. Working 
hours were very flexible, most of the days I spent the mornings reading or having some spare 
time and the afternoons working in the lab. 
 
I learned a lot about theoretical electrochemistry and I had time in the beginning of the project to 
catch up with elementary knowledge that was needed. Unfortunately, electrochemistry is a subject 
lacking behind at the bachelor level at KTH.  



 
Campus life 
 
UC Berkeley is a fantastic university. Not only because it is one of the best universities in the 
world but also because the campus is beautiful, green and full of life. Situated just by the 
mountains, the Greek-Roman style buildings and students with university-merchandise apparel 
really give you the feeling of living the American-university-dream.  
 
The city of Berkeley is diverse, meaning that you can find all kinds of food and restaurants. There 
are also some nice bars and the fraternities/sororities are literarily everywhere if you like to party. 
If you get bored with Berkeley, the subway can take you to downtown San Francisco in 20 min. 
Except for everything that San Francisco has to offer there are several other great places within 
reach from Berkeley. A few places worth visiting include Yosemite, Lake Tahoe, Silicon Valley, 
Napa Valley, Las Vegas and Los Angeles.    
 
Berkley is expensive, especially housing. I lived at a great place called “The International House” 
where 500 international students live together. I paid almost $3000 for two months of stay with 
80 (buffet) meals included. It was really easy to meet new people at “The I-House”, people from 
all over the world and the house had great facilities including a dining hall, library and game 
room. Since Berkeley is a popular university it suffers from a lot of incoming summer-students 
why it is important to look for housing rather early. Berkeley did not provide me with any money 
so I funded my trip with the KTH scholarship and personal funds.  
 
 
Application 
 
My application took very long time due to internal problems with the communication between 
my supervisor and the school administration. It is important to stress the people at the university 
about your visa-application, both via email and telephone. A lot of documents were supposed to 
be sent to the university as well as being brought to the embassy. The institutions gave me 
sufficient information about what to send/bring.  
 
 
 
 


